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Ireland’s emissions and gas usage

Ireland has committed to reducing CO2 emissions
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Current natural gas usage & future
electricity demand
Electricity peak forecast for Ireland - EirGrid
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Decarbonising Electricity Generation with CCS
– Ireland needs ‘Zero Emission Firm Power’

No credible alternatives to Gas+CCS – AT SCALE
Nuclear
- Not legally allowed
Hydro
- Lack of resource
Biomass
- Sustainability???
Batteries
- Scale unachievable
Electrical I/C
- Unsuitable for Security
of Supply
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Long periods with
very little wind

No other technology visible today to
provide long-term, low-carbon peak
supply – securely
Long periods with
very little wind
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2050 Vision – A Zero Carbon Emissions
Gas Network
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What is Carbon Capture and Storage?

Exhaust
gas

Gas-fired CCGT
power plant

Carbon Capture
Unit

CO2 Compression
and Conditioning

Existing or new
power plant

90% of CO2
separated from
exhaust gas from
the power plant

The captured
CO2 is
compressed and
dried

CO2
Transportation

CO2 is
transported
through both
onshore and
offshore gas
pipelines to a
depleted gas field

CO2 underground
storage

The CO2 is
injected into the
depleted gas
field for
permanent
storage
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Global CCS Status

Large scale CCS facilities
operating globally as of
2019.
Million tonnes of CO2 can MT of CO2
has been
be captured annually
captured
KM of CO2 pipelines since 1972.
23 MT in
operating safely
Norway.
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230+

The United Kingdom created joint
industry/gov working group to develop
CCS by mid 2020s
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Global CCS Status

Experts agree on need for CCS
Limiting global warming to 1.5 degrees will require
‘the use of negative emissions technology’ Bio
Energy CCS will be critical

The UK Government should not plan to meet the
2050 target without CCS

To stay ‘well below 2 degrees’ CCS would provide
32% of global emission reductions

The UK Committee on Climate Change’s Net-Zero
report (May 2019) states “CCS is a necessity not an
option”.

CCS Options
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Cork CCS
Feasibility Study
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Cork CCS Feasibility Study
Close to Cork city

Depleted, offshore, low pressure
gas field.
Two gas-fired CCGTs and an oil
refinery.

Ireland

56km
pipe
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Close proximity of power plants and refinery

Aghada CCGT
440 MW, 2010

Irving Oil Refinery
75,000 bpd
Whitegate CCGT
440 MW, 2010
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Potential for CCS industry cluster
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Irving Oil Refinery

106 Refineries in the EU – 2nd largest producer of
petroleum products globally

Ireland’s
only oil
refinery.

Proximity
of emitters

EU
Biofuels
Directive
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Proximity of power plants and refinery to
where offshore pipe comes onshore
Aghada CCGT

•

The 56km offshore
gas pipeline comes

Irving Oil
Refinery

Inch Terminal – link
to offshore gas
infrastructure

ashore at Inch

Terminal.
Whitegate
CCGT

•

All key infrastructure
for CCS is located
within a few kms of
each other.
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The Kinsale Head Gas Field

Decommissioning
due to start in
2020
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What a CCS project could do for Ireland
Annual COʹ Emissions

2 CCGTs + Refinery
(Cork) 2.5mtpa

Removing
1.1 million
cars from
Irish roads

Emissions
from
750,000 oil
heated
homes

Emissions
from
925,000
cows

Irish Cement Industry
2.7mtpa

Over
100,000
flights
between
Dublin &
Brussels

Emission
savings from
all wind
turbines in
Ireland in
2016
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CCS Plants - Operational
Carbon capture
plant

CO2 compressor
station

SaskPower coal fired power station with
CCS facility at
Boundary Dam, Saskatchewan, Canada
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Potential for
CO2 Export
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Export Potential
2050 projected CO2 shipping flows

European Storage
Capacity
North Sea
Sector

Storage Capacity
Estimates

British

69,000Mt

Dutch

2,715Mt

German

2,943Mt

Norwegian

66,000Mt

Source: North Sea Basin Task Force Report “NSBTF strategic regional plan on CCS transport infrastructure - Networks for carbon dioxide infrastructure in and
between countries bordering the North Sea” (February 2017)
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Shipping CO2 – UK Cost Estimation Study
by Element Energy for BEIS, Nov 2018
Total T&S unit costs, incl.
shipping from EU port to
UK could be less than
£20/tCO2.

30 years experience.
European trade is 3 Mtpa
of CO2.

Ship loading can use
LNG technology.
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Hydrogen activity
June 2019
Henry Smyth

Hydrogen pathways

Wind

Natural gas

•

Electrolysis

Steam methane
reforming

•

Hydrogen

Hydrogen

Demonstration projects
across EU

Most cost effective large
scale production method

HyDeploy up to 20% H2
blend project. Cadent at
Keele, UK

Leeds H21 Report
conversion of distribution
to 100% H2. NGN, UK

•

Colourless, odourless,
tasteless, non-toxic,
non-corrosive,
flammable
Compatible with
polyethylene pipe used
in the distribution
network
Comparison to natural
gas
• 1/3rd the
calorifivalue
• 1/8th the density
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KPMG Report for the UK Energy Networks
Association – decarbonising heating

Evolution of Gas
Networks

Diversified Energy
Sources

- Gas and hydrogen for heating
- Carbon Capture & storage

- Different technologies in different areas
(Municipal model)

£104 - £122 bn

£156 - £188 bn

Electric Future

Prosumer

- Switch to electric heating systems
- Gas network no longer used

- Self-generating heating
Gas network no longer used

£274 - £318 bn

£251 - £289 bn

Hydrogen production
Steam methane reformer

Electrolysis

•

•
•

•
•
•

A proven commercial technology in use since
1960’s. Lowest cost and dominates production.
Natural gas commonly used as a feedstock as
being low sulphur little pre-treatment is needed
and it is already compressed.
250MW unit is a typical size.
Output >99.9% purity.
Efficiency 70%-80% HHV

•

Suitable for CCS to be added.

•

•
•
•
•
•

Carbon free if renewable electricity used.
Potential solution for electricity industry’s storage
dilemma.
Currently higher cost due to grid electricity costs.
Used in smaller scale production including service
station in demonstration projects.
Up to 100MW available
Output >99.999% purity.
Efficiency 70% HHV.
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Most EU countries are active in hydrogen
demonstration activity
Ireland has the opportunity to
participate but has not done so

EU Power to gas projects

EU allowable blend percentages
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Typical storage capacities and time scales
of different network scale technologies
Electricity storage will require several technologies to overcome the volatility of
renewable generation.
Power to gas may play a role in large scale long term energy storage well
beyond the capabilities of batteries.
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A future international trade in hydrogen?
• Hydrogen may be produced more economically elsewhere.
– Countries with CCS facilities may produce hydrogen from SMR and export i.e. Norway
– Countries and areas with high wind resources may have dedicated hydrogen production
from renewables i.e. Dogger bank island proposal
– Countries with large solar potential may use emerging technologies i.e. North Africa,
Australia to Japan

• Hydrogen may be shipped
– In liquid form at very low temperatures
– Contained within ammonia at -30C at atmospheric pressure

• Hydrogen may be transported by pipelines
– There is circa 3,000 km of hydrogen transmission pipelines in both Europe and the US
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Irish hydrogen activity
NewERA Power to gas evaluation
Detailed model for configurations
Transport feasibility study for refuelling
Bus focus, 2 production & 3 refuelling sites
Commercial partners + DCCAE, DoT, SEAI
New association affiliated to Hydrogen Europe
And European Hydrogen Association
EU funded project with €9.4m budget
Viridian installing 0.5MW electrolyser in Ballymena
Proposed filling station in Belfast
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UK Government and Networks very active
in assessing hydrogen feasibility
•

Hy4Heat (Ofgem)
–

–
–

•

Hynet (Cadent)
–

–

•

–

Blending up to 20% hydrogen to the private gas network at Keele
University serving 9,000. HSL have granted exemption.
Determine the blend limit without a requirement to inspect appliances.
Electrolyser 0.5MW.

H21 North of England (NGN)
–
–

•

Feasibility study proposing an industrial 100% hydrogen anchor load
with blending to the distribution network in the north west.
SMR production with CCS. No initial intra-seasonal storage.

HyDeploy (OfgemNIC/Cadent/NGN/HSL/ITM)
–

•

Purpose: To establish if it is technically possible, safe and convenient
to replace natural gas (methane) with hydrogen in residential and
commercial buildings and gas appliances. This will enable the
government to determine whether to proceed to a community trial.
Ofgem funded. Managed by Arup. Partners: SGN H100, Cadent
Hynet and NGN H21
Physical leak testing at the DNV GL Spadeadam facility.

Feasibility study proposing 100% hydrogen on the distribution
networks in the North of England (3.7m connections, 85TWh).
SMR production (12.5GW) with CCS (20m tonnes p.a.) and intraseasonal storage (8TWh)

H100 (SGN)
–

Building a demonstration network for 100% hydrogen.
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GNI engagement with hydrogen in Europe
Marcogaz
(Technical Association of the European Natural Gas Industry) – GNI
participating in the Hydrogen taskforce

IGU
(International Gas Union) Distribution Committee, GNI leading working
group “Support Hydrogen Economy”

HYREADY

HYREADY
Joint Industry Project led by DNV GL to develop engineering
guidelines for the introduction of hydrogen to gas networks

GenComm
Led by Belfast Metropolitan College. Viridian heading the power to gas
work package GNI is associate partner

CEN European Committee for Standardisation
Review of gas quality standards (WI,GCV) for future diverse gases
including hydrogen blend.

Gasunie
Review of embrittlement risks for steel pipelines

ENTSOG
Sector coupling, joint paper with ENTSOE
Strategy paper for hydrogen injection
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Our approach to hydrogen
• Monitoring
– Engaging with Irish, UK and EU projects and stakeholders active in hydrogen

• Participating
– Feasibility studies
– Hydrogen Ireland Association

• Developing
– Understanding current barriers and the activities required to facilitate blending.

• Strategy
– Developing decarbonisation pathways for Ireland by using international learnings
where they are relevant to local challenges.
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Appendix
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Petra Nova CCS Plant – in operation
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Is Hydrogen safe?
•

Hydrogen has been manufactured and used in
industry safely for many years, including the
operation of 1,500km of pipeline in Europe. However
its potential use in the home is new.

•

The UK Dept. of Energy and Climate Change (DECC)
had Kiwa Gastec carry out a comprehensive study on
hydrogen safety in the home leading to the following
conclusions.
–

–

•

“Hydrogen does not inherently offer risks over and
above other flammable gases, for example natural gas,
LPG or Town Gas; all flammable gases need
appropriate engineering.”
“The risk is no greater when considering a leak of
hydrogen compared to natural gas.”

Whilst flammable, hydrogen also disperses rapidly
making it difficult to achieve concentrations that
posed an increased risk.

Hydrogen use
• Hydrogen can be used in each
energy sector
– Heat

Toyota Mirai

• Hydrogen boilers have been developed
with more development underway to
commercialise them.
• Hydrogen hobs, cookers and fires are
underdevelopment

– Transport
• Hydrogen fuel cell electric vehicles
(HFCEVs) are commercially available as
cars from Toyota, Honda and Hyundai.
Hydrogen buses are also available from a
range on manufacturers.
• Hydrogen combustion vehicles.

EneFarm home CHP

– Generation
• A hydrogen fuelled power station is
operational in Italy.
• CHP fuel cells for home and commercial
use. Producing both heat and electricity.
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